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Managing the introduction of nonindigenous species is becoming a major goal of policy-makers at regional,
national and international scales. Here we investigate, at the national level, the ideal design and expected net
benefits of a risk assessment program for evaluating the desirability of nonindigenous species imports. We
show how to enhance the statistical rigor of such a system by correcting a common non-random sampling
problem encountered in the data. This correction enables model output to be interpreted in an economically
relevant way and facilitates a theoretically rigorous characterization of the balance between trade and
nonindigenous species establishment risk. Using reptiles and amphibians imported to the U.S. as a case study,
we characterize economic outcomes over a range of cases and demonstrate substantial expected returns to
such a screening program, relative to the current effectively open-door policy. Our results are informative for
the current debate in the U.S. about whether to require federal agencies to apply risk assessment before
allowing a species for import. The framework presented decomposes a complex argument about risk
management into component economic and statistical parts, allowing for debate and improved
understanding over each element to inform the overall program in a transparent fashion.
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1. Introduction

The process of globalization is increasingly connecting human
societies through trade and travel. As societies becomemore connected,
the intentional and accidental transport of species also increases,
effectively connecting ecosystems that have been isolated over
evolutionary time (Hulme 2009). Although the majority of species
moved beyond their native range do not escape, some are released and
establish populations, reach high densities, and cause large harm to
economies, agriculture, the environment, or animal and human health
(Dehnen-Schmutz et al. 2007, Smith et al. 2009). Managing the
introduction and establishment of nonindigenous species is becoming
a major goal of policy-makers at regional, national and international
scales (Lodge et al. 2006).

Despite growing recognition of the risks frommoving nonindigenous
species there are large industries that transport these species interna-
tionally, and consumers demand and derive benefits from the variety of
species available. The pet, aquarium, bait, water garden, ornamental
plant, live food and biological supplies trades are some of the major
industries involved (Keller and Lodge 2007). The level of regulation
applied to these industries – for example to try to keep potentially
problematic species out of the trades – differs by jurisdiction and trade.
At a federal level, under the authority of the Lacey Act of 1900, the U.S.
operates a prohibited list whereby species deemed to be injurious are
banned from importation and transport across state lines. Species are
added to this list if they are assessed as posing a large risk of causing
harm. In practice, few assessments are conducted and the injurious list
currently contains fewer than 20, meaning that most species can be
imported and distributedwith no regard for the likelihood that theywill
go on to cause harm (Fowler et al. 2007, Lodge et al. 2006).

Elsewhere, programs to regulate species in trade are more
advanced. Australia and New Zealand, for example, require all species
to be assessed for the likelihood of invasion before they are allowed
for import. For several years it has been proposed that the U.S. should
adopt similar procedures, and several versions of the “Nonnative
Wildlife Invasion Prevention Act” (H.R. 6311 and H.R. 669) bills have
been introduced in U.S. Congress. These proposals have stalled, in part
because of arguments that restricting the number of species available
would pose an unacceptably high burden on the trades. For example,
recent efforts by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to ban
trade in nine constrictor snake species by adding them to the Lacey
Act's injurious species list (Senate bill S. 373, and House bill H.R. 2811)
have met with a strong negative response from the reptile trade
(USFWS, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 2010). Additionally, there are
concerns that the additional species assessments required would be
costly for the responsible federal agencies to conduct (Smith et al.
2009).

Here we investigate, at the national level, the ideal design and
expected net benefits of a risk assessment program for evaluating
nonindigenous species imports. While we apply the model to U.S.
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imports of nonindigenous reptiles and amphibians (=herpetofauna) –
using ecological data published in Bomford (2008) and various
economic data – the approach is readily adapted to other categories of
live imports, including other animal groups and live plants for
horticulture. Previous work on such screening systems has demon-
strated the potential for using information from pre-existing in-
troductions of nonindigenous species to create trait-based predictive
models of the level of threat posed by species not yet introduced (e.g.
Bomford et al. 2009; Caley et al. 2006; Keller et al. 2007a; Kolar and
Lodge 2002).

We contribute to this work in four ways. First, we add statistical
rigor to the establishment threat modeling component by demon-
strating how to deal with sampling complications using analytical
techniques from the rare events literature (e.g. King and Zeng, 2001).
Data on rare events is often stratified in the sense that a rare outcome
is over-represented in the data relative to the true likelihood of its
occurrence. For data sets of established and non-established species
used to estimate establishment risk, the relatively rare event
(establishment) is typically oversampled relative to the population
base rate of establishment. This non-random, stratified sampling
problem is often either not treated (e.g. Bomford et al. 2009) or
addressedwith ad-hoc numerical techniques (e.g. Caley et al. 2006) in
the risk assessment program literature. If a correction for the
unbalanced sample is not implemented, for the population of interest
threat estimates cannot be interpreted as probabilities, an important
step in bridging statistical and decision-making models. Our second
contribution involves the exploitation of a unique historical data set to
estimate the population base rate of establishment for reptiles and
amphibians, a crucial parameter for correcting the non-random
sampling problem.

A third contribution is the economically rigorous treatment of the
decision component, i.e. the highest level of threat the decision maker
is willing to tolerate before a proposal is rejected. In setting this
stringency of the decision model, the central tradeoff (as the level of
exclusivity rises) is between the benefits of successfully avoiding
establishers (i.e. fewer “false negatives”) and costs of unnecessarily
rejecting benign species (i.e. more “false positives”). In the case of
nonindigenous species the costs of error are believed to be highly
asymmetric—mistakenly allowing access to an establisher is in
general thought to be much more costly than the forgone expected
benefits of trade when a species is disallowed (e.g., Keller et al. 2007b;
Lodge et al. 2006). While a common heuristic approach is to set equal
the true positive and true negative rates (e.g. Bomford et al. 2009;
Keller et al. 2007b) we show that this can only be an ideal threshold by
chance. We derive and estimate the elements of an optimal decision
rule using a generalizable approach.

Finally, we demonstrate the application of a consistent econometric
and microeconomic approach to estimating the welfare benefits of
species trade.We estimate amicroeconomic demandmodelwith recent
advances in international trade econometrics using a rich panel data set
on U.S. herpetofaunal imports differentiated by species. We highlight a
convenient closed form expression for estimating the welfare impact of
import restrictions for the microeconomic model underlying the
econometric framework (commonly used in the trade literature).
Overall, we demonstrate how to implement an economically and
statistically rigorous risk assessment system and characterize the
expected net benefits over a range of cases.

2. Methods

In this section, we first derive the optimal decision rule for the
problem before describing methodology for estimating key parame-
ters and the core statistical model. The challenge in constructing the
risk assessment tool is to take advantage of information on previous
events – for which both the outcome and predictive variables are
known – to make a decision to accept or reject a new proposal for
which only the predictive variables are known. Ideally, this is done in
a way that maximizes the decision maker's objective, which could
take various forms. Previous authors (e.g., Keller et al. 2007b) have
assumed that the decision maker will aim to maximize the number of
true predictions. For species that become established, however, the
cost of a false negative (i.e., mistakenly admit a species that becomes
established) will generally be far greater than the cost of a false
positive (i.e., mistakenly not admit a benign species). The model
developed here acknowledges the asymmetric cost of prediction
error, and seeks to find the decision system that maximizes the
present value of expected net benefits in monetary terms, whether or
not this maximizes the number of true predictions. Below, we first
motivate a combined statistical-decision model before developing
both components in turn.

Let SN represent the available training data set over N species,
including the observed outcome of binary variable y –which specifies
the true nature of a particular species as either established (y=1) or
benign (y=0) – and a set of variables given by x that are predictive of
y. This data is thus given by SN={(y1, x1), (y2, x2), …, (yN, xN)} for
species n=1, …, N. Let p(xn; θ) represent the probability that a given
species n is an establisher conditional on xn and a vector of model
parameters, θ: p(xn; θ)=Pr(yn=1|xn; θ). The net benefits of a
screening action, an, depend on whether the decision is to reject the
species (an=1) or allow it to be imported (an=0). Let ua,y represent
the net benefits of taking action a given the true nature y of a proposed
species. Suppressing the species index n for simplicity, the decision
problem is to select the binary choice a, an argument of the utility
function, to maximize the expected net benefits per species:

max
a

p x; θð Þua;1 + 1−p x; θð Þ½ �ua;0

n o
: ð0:1Þ

Given this objective, it is optimal to reject a species (a=1) for
import when the expected net benefits of banning are greater than
that of accepting (a=0):

p x; θð Þu1;1 + 1−p x; θð Þ½ �u1;0 N p x; θð Þu0;1 + 1−p x; θð Þ½ �u0;0: ð0:2Þ

Rearranging the terms in Eq. (0.2) generates a decision rule of the
following form. It is optimal to reject a species when the probability of
establishment is greater than a cutoff defined as c:

p x; θð Þ N
u0;0−u1;0

� �
u1;1−u0;1

� �
+ u0;0−u1;0

� �≡ c: ð0:3Þ

Next we demonstrate an approach for characterizing the cutoff c
on the right-hand side of this expression before returning to the
statistical model for p(x; θ).

2.1. Identifying the Optimal Decision Threshold

The change in net benefits from implementing a risk assessment
system depend on the pre-existing status quo, that is, whether
business-as-usual is an open-door policy where all species are
allowed, or a closed-door policy where all speczies are banned.
Roughly consistent with current practice in the U.S. (Fowler et al.
2007; Lodge et al. 2006), we take an open-door policy as the pre-
existing status quo. Relative to this baseline, risk assessment system
benefits result from true positives (excluding a true establisher) while
costs arise from false positives (excluding a benign species).
Regardless of whether or not a species is an establisher, exclusion
results in a loss of the long-run benefits of importing that species. Let
VTN0 represent the present value of the expected stream of benefits
from trade. On the other hand, when a true establisher is excluded, the
benefit is given by VEN0, the present value of averted long-run
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expected losses due to the establishment of a nonindigenous species.
The present value of expected net benefits of excluding a species
(a=1) when the species is an establisher (y=1) is given by u1,1=VE

−VT. Alternatively, when the species is excluded (a=1) but benign
(y=0), net benefits are simply the lost value of trade: u1,0=−VT.
Since the net benefits are characterized with respect to an open-door
baseline, then species for which the door is also open (a=0) after
screening do not lead to a change in net benefits: u0,0=u0,1=0. Thus
the cutoff from Eq. (0.3) simplifies to

c ≡
u0;0−u1;0

� �
u1;1−u0;1

� �
+ u0;0−u1;0

� � =
VT

VE
: ð0:4Þ

Making the alternative assumption of a closed-door baseline does
not affect this optimal decision rule.1 We now describe an approach
for estimating the value VT.

2.2. Welfare Benefits of Species Trade

We estimate the welfare value of species trade in terms of the
opportunity cost of banning imports to the U.S. Our goal is to describe
and demonstrate a general framework for characterizing the expected
lost gains from trade when a species proposed for import is rejected.
Following Feenstra (1994) and Blonigen and Soderbery (2010) we
model import demand as follows. Consumer preferences over imports
zi,t of variety i∈ {1, …, I} in year t are given by a constant elasticity of
substitution utility function

U z1;t ;…; zI;t
� �

= ∑
i∈I

yizi;t
σ−1
σ

� � σ
σ−1

: ð0:5Þ

The parameters include the elasticity of substitution, σ, which is
fixed, and the taste parameters, γi, which can vary by variety. While
the trade literature (e.g. Feenstra (1994) and Blonigen and Soderbery
(2010)) is typically concerned only with relative changes in welfare
from variety, our objective is to characterize the forgonewelfarewhen
a particular variety is rejected for importation. As summarized by Just
et al. (2004), the appropriate measure for the welfare impact of a
quantity restriction is compensating surplus, that is, the level of
compensation needed when imports are restricted to restore the level
of utility enjoyed when imports are not restricted. To specify
compensating surplus, we characterize the indirect utility function
by way of Marshallian demand. Assuming that consumers of imports
are choosing amongst available varieties to maximize their utility, the
first order conditions provide the familiar tangency condition which
involves setting the marginal rate of substitution between variety i
and j equal to the price ratio:

MRSZi;t Zj;t =
yiz

−1 = σ
i;t

yjz
−1 = σ
j;t

=
qi;t
qj;t

: ð0:6Þ

Using the utility function and total expenditures given by
Mt=∑ i∈ Iqi, tzi,t, Marshallian demand for variety j is

zi;t qt ;Mtð Þ = Mt qi;t + ∑
j≠i

qj;t
qi;tyj
qj;tyi

 !σ" #−1

; ð0:7Þ
1 Given a closed-door status quo, there is no change in outcome – and therefore no
change in net benefits – when a species is excluded: u1,0=u1,1=0. A true negative
results in net benefits given by u0,0=VT , while a false negative returns u0,1=VT−VE.
Substituting these expressions in Eq. (0.4) results in the same cutoff, VT/VE. While this
decision rule is fixed, we show in Section 3 how the expected net benefits of the
screening system are sensitive to specification of an open- or closed-door status quo.
where qi,t is the observed unit import price of variety i and qt is the
vector of prices for all i∈ I. To find the indirect utility function, we
substitute demand (Eq. (0.7)) into the utility function (Eq. (0.5)):

W qt ;Mtð Þ = Mt ∑
i∈I

yi qi;t + ∑
j≠i

qi;t
qi;tyj
pj;tyi

 !σ !1−σ
σ

2
4

3
5

σ
σ−1

: ð0:8Þ

Our target welfare measure, the compensating surplus associated
with a complete ban on imports of a particular variety i, is given by the
area to the left of the Hicksian (compensated) demand function
(associated with the unrestricted outcome) and above the price line,
qi,t (see Just et al. 2004, p. 203–208). In the case of a complete ban, this
area is equivalent to the compensating variation associated an infinite
upward shift in price. Using this equivalence and the definition of
compensating variation, the welfare impact, or compensating surplus
for banning variety k in year t, CPSk,t, is given by the expression

W qt ;Mtð Þ = lim
q̃k;t→∞

W q1;t ;…qk−1;t ; q̃k;t ; qk + 1;t ;…qI;t
h i

;Mt−CPSk;t
� �

:

ð0:9Þ

Using the expression forW(qt,Mt) in Eq. (0.8), andeliminatingγ-ratios
using the tangency condition in Eq. (0.6), compensating surplus can be
expressed as

CPSk;t = Mt 1− Mt

Mt−qk;tzk;t

 ! 1
σ−1

0
@

1
A: ð0:10Þ

The final form of this welfare measure is particularly convenient
because the unknown taste parameters γi (e.g. for over 1000 varieties
in our application) are eliminated by substituting observed import
market data (Mt, pt and xt) which are described further below.

The final component needed to estimate compensating surplus is
an estimate of the elasticity of substitution amongst varieties in the
reptile and amphibian market, σ. This parameter is estimated using
the generalized method of moments (GMM) approach of Feenstra
(1994) which corrects for simultaneous equation bias and potential
measurement error in the prices. This approach was originally
developed in the context of Armington-type varieties of a good
where products are differentiated solely by country of export. Herewe
follow Blonigen and Soderbery (2010) who apply this approach to
more detailed product level data on automobiles where varieties are
determined by attributes of the product (make and model) as
opposed to country of origin. STATA code for estimating the
elasticities of substitution in Blonigen and Soderbery (2010) is
printed in Feenstra (2010, p. 27–37).

This GMM elasticity estimation approach requires a panel of price
and quantity data for the import market of interest where the cross-
sectional dimension is differentiated by variety. Live animal import data
from theU.S. Department of Commerce (USDC, 2010), the typical source
for U.S. trade data, is only available for reptiles as a group while
amphibians as awhole are lumped togetherwith a larger set of animals.
However, detailed import data on reptiles and amphibians by variety
(species) for 1999–2009 is available from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS). This information is maintained in the Law Enforce-
ment Management Information System (LEMIS) database and includes
the annual quantity and stated customs value of various animal imports.
These data originate from the USFWS declaration form for the import or
export ofwildlife and their products (Form3-177) andwereobtainedby
Freedom of Information Act requests. The resulting estimate of the
elasticity of substitution is σ̂ = 5:34, with a 95% confidence interval of
[4.90, 5.90].

Using the LEMIS data on overall expenditures and expenditure
shares, we calculate the mean annual compensating surplus per
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species,CPS, by taking the average of CPSk,t from Eq. (0.10) over all
1269 species and all years in our sample (1999–2009), where all
monetary figures have been converted to 2008 dollars using the
Consumer Price Index (BLS, 2010). To better reflect prices paid by
importers we augment the declared value by the ad-valorem freight
rate for food and live animals of 7.64% as estimated by Hummels
(1999). No tariffs are imposed on imports in this category. Our central
estimate for CPS is $4.5K. While this might seem small, the declared
value of total imports for many reptile and amphibian species is fairly
low: the annual median declared value from 1999 to 2009 ranges
approximately from $1K to 3K. Under the simplifying assumption that
expected compensating surplus is constant, the present value of this
annual expected welfare impact per species, over an infinite horizon
discounted at the rate r, is given by VT = CPS = r.

Using a discount rate of r=5%, our central estimate of the
expected present opportunity cost of banning imports of a herpeto-
faunal species is VT=$90K. In our sensitivity analysis we consider
alternative high ($145K) and low ($45K) estimates of VT constructed
as follows. We first calculate annual estimates of CPSgiven estimates
of σ at the bounds of the 95% interval (reported above) and then take
the maximum and minimum estimates over the years 1999–2009.
While we express levels in present value terms here for completeness,
note that the optimal decision in terms of where to set the cutoff as
expressed by Eq. (0.4) simplifies to a ratio of single period import
benefits to establishment losses and is independent of the time
horizon and discount rate considered.2

Our estimates of import welfare loss rest on several simplifying
assumptions. Functions describing import demand are treated as if
they are fixed over time. We have assumed that if imports of a species
begin they are uninterrupted and do not grow or decline over time.
Finally, we have conducted a partial equilibrium analysis and
therefore have not accounted for secondary effects such as shifts in
the labor market or impacts on other goods markets such as pet
supplies. While such secondary effects are likely to be important
when policies impose large direct costs or affect highly integrated
segments of the economy (Kopp et al. 1997) in our setting we
estimate that the proposed screening systemwould affect less than 1%
of potential pet purchases. Thus, a partial equilibrium analysis
arguably provides a useful approximation of the total effect.

2.3. Welfare Costs of Establishment

We have obtained coarse estimates of the expected welfare of
allowing the importation of a species (VT) but satisfactory estimates of
the expected welfare loss given an establishment (VE) are not
currently available. There do exist incomplete estimates of the
damages from some of the worst establishers. For example, Pimentel
et al. (2005) estimate the cost of the brown treesnake (Boiga
irregularis) population in Guam, and efforts to prevent the species'
spread to Hawaii, at $6M per year. The population of Burmese python
(Python molurus) in Florida has resulted in management and research
efforts costing at least $1.5M since 2008. Additionally, a host of other
nonindigenous reptiles and amphibians in the U.S., including the
African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis), spiny-tailed iguana (Ctenosaura
similis) and Nile monitor (Varanus niloticus), have led to aggressive
and costly ongoing management responses. Although the costs of
species establishments are clearly large, there remains a lack of
comprehensive data for reptiles or amphibians overall. Thus, instead
2 To see this note that the series of expected annual values is converted to a scalar
present value by multiplying the expected annual value by some factor, 1/r in the
infinite horizon case and (1−(1+r)T) for a T-length time horizon. Because this factor
occurs in Eq. (0.4) for imports in the numerator and losses in the denominator, the
ratio of present values is equivalent to the ratio of expected annual values. Note that
this result follows from treating estimates of expected annual costs and benefits as
constant. When that condition does not hold, optimal decisions will likely be sensitive
to the discount rate and time horizon selected (e.g. Leung et al. 2002).
of estimating VE directly we consider the implications of various levels
of VE as determined in proportion to the better understood parameter
VT. First, let the population proportion of establishers be given by π,
that is, the unconditional probability that a randomly chosen proposal
will in fact be an establisher: Pr(y=1)=π. We consider different
scenarios relating VT to πVE, the expected damage of a proposal before
the true status of the species is known. The relationship between
these two values will be given by the parameter α:

α =
VT

πVE
: ð0:11Þ

We take this approach since it allows us to easily describe various
cases in relation to a benchmark scenario where α=1. In this
benchmark case, since the expected costs and benefits of importing a
proposed species are equal (in the absence of an informed screening
system), a social decision maker would be indifferent between
banning all imports and accepting all imports. Setting α=1 as a
reference case is further supported by the fact that (as will be shown
later) this is the singular point at which expected net benefits under a
closed-door baseline and an open door baseline are identical. Taking
αBM=1 as our benchmark scenario, we also consider alternative low-,
medium-, and high-α cases: αLO=0.25, αMD=0.5 and αHI=1.5,
respectively. We include two cases in between the extremes (αMD and
αMD) to avoid emphasizing either as a sole central estimate. Note that
if αb1 (e.g.αLO and αMD) imports are less valuable relative to expected
damages than in the benchmark, and, in the absence of an informative
screening system it would be optimal to ban all imports. The inverse
applies to αN1 (e.g. αHI). The implied levels for VE are reported in
Table 1 and range from $1.2M to $7.3M.

Combining the cutoff function described in Eq. (0.4) with
Eq. (0.11), the optimal cutoff is given by:

c =
VT

VE
=

VT

ðVT = παÞ
= πα: ð0:12Þ

The population proportion of establishers, π, is important for both
this cutoff function and the statistical model for p(x; θ) to be described
next. While parameterization of this so-called “base-rate” has proven
to be particularly difficult (e.g. see Caley et al. 2006) we have
assembled a unique dataset of reptile and amphibian imports to the
U.S. in 1970–1971 that allow for a particularly informed approach.
These data were obtained from previous compilations and USFWS
reports of information from Form 3-177 (Romagosa et al. 2009). We
estimate π as the proportion of species that were identified in U.S.
imports from 1970 to 1971 and that are now established. We chose
this early subset to minimize downward bias in the estimate that
might stem from either a lag in establishment or a delay in recording
establishment. Our estimate for this baseline rate of establishment for
a randomly chosen imported herpetofaunal species is π=0.049.3

At π=0.049 and our benchmark scenario of α=1, the ratio of VE to
VT is approximately 20. Recall from the discussion following Eq. (0.6)
above that this implies πVE=VT, that is, the expected costs and
benefits of accepting a randomly chosen species are equal and thus a
social decision maker would be indifferent to the choice of accept
versus reject. Based on the present costs of established reptiles and
amphibians and the value of trade, and considering that established
species are increasingly recognized to cause large harm to economies
and ecosystems, this benchmark is arguably conservative (i.e., the
true value of VE is likely larger).
3 While examining the status of species imported decades ago arguably alleviates a
critical source of potential bias, note that the rate may be upward biased if conditions
have become more suited for establishment (e.g. due to habitat disturbance) or
downward biased if the pool of potential establishers is limited and therefore
becoming exhausted over time.



5 One reason for this is that π is derived from a set of imported species (which may
or may not have been observed in the wild) while SN is comprised of species which
have already been recorded beyond captivity. Since we are concerned with imports
overall, the baseline rate of establishment for a randomly chosen imported
herpetofaunal species (π) is the appropriate population rate to consider for correcting
the imbalance.

6 This software also implements a further correction for finite sample bias which is
increasingly important as the balance between successes and failures in the data set
deviates from even (King and Zeng, 2001). Though this may be important in fitting
other screening models, it is not a significant concern in the present analysis given the
rough balance between successes and failures.

7 While a fixed effects model for family is an obvious alternative to the random
effects model it is not feasible in this setting because some families in the data set
feature all successes or all failures (including those for which only one species is

Table 1
Implied optimal cutoff (c), true positive rate (TPR, “sensitivity”), true negative rate
(TNR, “specificity”) and expected net benefits of risk analysis per species (2008$) for
different levels of α.

Sample correction Yes No

Random effects No Yes

α VT

($K)
VE

($K)
c TPR TNR ENBOD

($K)
c TPR TNR ENBOD

($K)

αLO 0.25 90 7347 0.012 1.00 0.40 305 0.21 0.95 0.65 308
αMD 0.5 90 3673 0.025 0.98 0.60 138 0.30 0.92 0.76 141
αBM 1 90 1837 0.049 0.87 0.76 54 0.31 0.90 0.76 57
αHI 1.5 90 1224 0.074 0.72 0.82 25 0.55 0.72 0.89 31
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2.4. Statistical Model

Thefinal component of the combined statistical-decision approach is
the estimation of the conditional parametricmodel for theprobability of
establishment, p(x; θ), using the training data set SN. We take as our
starting point the logistic regression framework developed by Bomford
et al. (2009). For a given observation n∈{1, 2, …, N}which belongs to
family i∈{1, 2, …, I}, the probability p(xn; θ) is modeled as a logistic
function of a linear combination of several predictive covariates
including a constant term:

logit p xn; θð Þð Þ = β0 + β1propestn + β2regCAn + β3regFLn

+ β4climaten + ζi:

ð0:13Þ

The first covariate propest is, from a global perspective, the
proportion of jurisdictions to which a species has been introduced
in which the species has successfully established. Since the data are
pooled across three host regions, the next covariate is a fixed effect
that differs between regions. Britain is the base case, while regCA and
regFL are dummy variables equal to one if the particular region of
introduction is California or Florida, respectively. Additionally,
Bomford et al. (2009) demonstrate the importance of a climate
match score, climate, which characterizes the degree to which the
species' native climate is similar to that of the region to which it is
introduced.

The final predictive variable is the taxonomic family of the species
which is modeled as a random effectζi, that is, as a stochastic
component of the constant term. This stochastic component, which
differs across families, is assumed to be drawn from a normal
distribution with mean zero and variance τ2: ζi~N(0, τ2). The
parameter vector estimated, using a maximum likelihood approach,
includes the standard regression coefficient vector β as well as the
variance of the random effects: θ={β, τ2}. When implementing the
random effects (REs) model, we use the so-called empirical Bayes
estimates for the fitted probability, p̃n, to deal with the fact that the
regression model returns only an estimate of the distribution for the
random effects and not a specific random effect for each family.4

While the volume of introductions of a species, or propagule
pressure, is an additional variable found to be associated with
establishment success (Hayes and Barry, 2008) this predictive
variable is not included simply because the information is neither
consistently available for model estimation nor for assessment of a
newly proposed species for import.
4 For each family cluster i, this approach takes the estimated random effects
distribution (N 0; τ̂2

� �
) as a prior for ζiand updates it in a Bayesian way using a

likelihood function determined by the observations for family i. Using the resulting
posterior distribution for ζi, the empirical Bayes estimate returns the expected value of
p(xn; θ) for each species n in family i, where the expectation involves integrating over
p(xn; θ) with respect to the posterior distribution for ζi. See Rabe-Hesketh and
Skrondal (2008, p. 269) for an overview.
We use a training dataset, SN, given in the report by Bomford
(2008) which is comprised of the variables specified in Eq. (0.13) for
144 herpetofaunal species that have been recorded beyond captivity.
These species are clustered into 30 families with a range of 1 to 21
species observed per family. Eight families are comprised of either all
establishers (y=1) or all non-establishers (y=0).

The statistical analysis is complicated by the fact that SN is not a
random sample but rather endogenously stratified in the sense that
“successes” (y=1) are oversampled. The proportion of these
establishments in the data set (0.42) is almost nine times greater
than our estimated establishment rate for herpetofaunal imports in
the U.S. (π=0.049).5 Uncorrected, this type of non-random sample
leads to estimates of p(x; θ) that are significantly biased upward. We
find that uncorrected fitted probabilities are on average over five
times greater than corrected estimates. As we will show in the results,
uncorrected estimates for p can still function effectively as a classifier
to order species by risk—however it is not appropriate to interpret
these measures as true probability estimates and therefore establish-
ing an economically based decision threshold for decision-making is
not straightforward.

The stratified sampling problem and methods for correction have
been widely discussed in the social science literature (Cosslett 1993;
Imbens and Lancaster, 1996; King and Zeng 2001; Manski and Lerman
1977) and recently in the nonindigenous species literature in
particular (Caley et al. 2006). While the weight-based correction for
stratified samples suggested by Manski and Lerman (1977) is fairly
simple to apply manually, here we use ReLogit, a rare events logistic
regression routine that implements the correction and is freely
available for STATA and Gauss (Tomz et al. 1999).6

Unfortunately a satisfactory methodology is not currently avail-
able that allows for random family effects and the stratified sampling
correction at the same time. This constraint arises because random
effects requires integration in the maximum likelihood function for
each family cluster while the sampling correction involves weights
over a different clustering given by the dependent variable.7 Thus,
while the corrected estimates are preferred in terms of minimizing
bias and interpretability of fitted values, this comes at the cost of
eschewing information on taxonomic family. We therefore present
and compare results for (1) the uncorrected sample with random
effects and (2) the corrected sample without random effects.

3. Results and Discussion

Below we illustrate the overall performance of the statistical
models over the entire range of possible decision thresholds and then
consider the economic performance under our particular calculations
available). In such cases, the maximum likelihood estimate for the family fixed effect is
either infinity (in the case of all successes) or negative infinity (given all failures).
Another option would be to handle the sample correction through bootstrap
resampling – either undersampling successes (e.g. Caley et al. 2006) or oversampling
failures – before estimating the model with random effects. However, undersampling
successes would involve discarding 90% of the successes (and therefore much
information) in each iteration, while oversampling leads to problems of overfitting
and poor “out of sample” performance, which was confirmed in our setting.



Fig. 1. Combined probability and decision model. Each dot represents data from a species from the training dataset, with dots at y=1 indicating species that established, and dots at
y=0 indicating species that were introduced but failed to establish. The logistic probability model was estimated from these data. Vertical lines indicate the optimal decision cut-off
under different scenarios for the ratio of benefits of a species in trade to the expected costs of an established species. Species lying to the right of the vertical line would be rejected for
trade, and those to the left accepted. αBM is the benchmarkmodel, where VT=πVE, which implies that the cost of an actual, established species is approximately 20 times greater than
the benefit of having an additional species in trade. All levels for α are listed in Table 1. The heuristic threshold corresponds to a decision threshold chosen by setting the true positive
rate equal to the false positive rate.
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for the ideal cutoff. However, first we present the fitted model for the
observations in the training data set juxtaposed with the economic
cutoff to illustrate the connection between statistical and decision
model. In Fig. 1, the fitted estimates for the linear threat index from
Eq. (0.13) for each species is given by its position on the horizontal
axis for the sample corrected approach. The true nature of each
species as either established (y=1) or not established (y=0) is given
by its position on the vertical axis (which is jittered slightly to help
distinguish observations). The logistic probability model curve shows
how each level of the indexmaps to the corresponding estimate of the
true probability, pn.8 Recall that the probability cutoff c under our
benchmark of α=1 is given by VT/VE=0.049. The resulting threshold
is depicted in Fig. 1 as a vertical solid line. Thresholds for alternative
levels of α and the simple heuristic approach are also presented.

To explain the simple heuristic and to support further discussion of
performance we define the following notation common to applica-
tions in signal detection theory. Recall that a represents the binary
classification or prediction given by a risk assessment, where a=0
indicates acceptance and a=1 rejection. The true positive rate (TPR)
is the probability that a species is rejected given that the species is
truly an establisher: TPR=Pr(a=1|y=1). The false positive rate
(FPR) is the probability that a species is rejected despite its true nature
as benign: FPR=Pr(a=1|y=0). By extension the true negative rate is
given by TNR=Pr(a=0|y=0)=1−FPR, and the false negative rate
by FNR=Pr(a=0|y=1)=1−TPR. The simple decision heuristic we
consider – proposed in the herpetofaunal screening setting by
Bomford et al. (2009) – involves setting the cutoff at the point
where TPR=TNR (or equivalently, FPR=FNR). We discuss this simple
heuristic further and specify the particular condition at which it is
optimal in Appendix B.

The implication for each threshold in Fig. 1 is that proposals
landing to the left of a threshold are accepted (p(x; θ)bc) while those
to the right are rejected. The simple heuristic threshold falls between
the benchmark and αHI thresholds showing that it is consistent with a
VT/πVE ratio of between 1 and 1.5.

Next we present the overall performance of the statistical models
over the entire range of possible decision thresholds in Fig. 2. We use
the so-called “receiver operating characteristic” (ROC) curve to plot
8 While at first it may appear strange that the fitted logistic curve is so low to the
right of approximately −2 (relative to the observations), the individual species as
plotted here represent a substantial (roughly 13-fold) undersampling of failures (y=0)
relative to the estimated population proportion, π.
the TPR as a function of the FPR. To generate the curve, for each of the
observations n∈{1, 2,…, N} from SN the TPR and TNR are calculated as
if the cutoff c was set equal to the estimate of pn. A point in Fig. 2 is
more preferred the closer it is to the northwest corner of the plot—a
perfect classifier would result in TPR=1 and FPR=0. The two ROC
curves correspond to the two statistical models estimated: (1) with
REs (but without sample correction), and (2) with sample correction
(but without REs).

For the most part, the REs model lies to the northwest of the
sample correction model. This suggests that for most levels of the
economic threshold, if the family of a proposed species is one that is
included in SN, the REs model is preferred—the usefulness of
additional information on family outweighs the sample bias. Howev-
er, a drawback for the uncorrected REs model is that there is no direct
analytical method for calculating the optimal cutoff level. This is
because the fitted estimates of p(x; θ) in the uncorrected model are
not estimates of the true population probability that a species with
covariates given by xwill establish. Rather the uncorrected estimate of
p provides an estimate of the probability of y=1 in the context of the
particular stratified sample, SN, and therefore lacks a clear cardinal
meaning outside of that sample.

The optimal cutoff level for the correctedmodel is easily calculated
using the expression in (0.12). To establish an economically
motivated cutoff for the uncorrected model we adopt a numerical
approach: given a particular parameterization we identify the cutoff
that maximizes per species expected net benefits relative to the open-
door baseline (ENBOD) as estimated in the sample. The level of ENBOD
is given by

ENBOD = Pr y=1ð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Probability that a
random species
is an establisher

Pr ŷ=1 jy=1
� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
TPR

VE−VT½ �|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
Net benefit
of excluding
an establisher

+ Pr y=0ð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Probability that a
random species
is benign

Pr ŷ=1 jy=0
� �

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
FPR

−VT½ �|fflffl{zfflffl}
Net benefit of
excluding a
benign species

= π⋅TPR⋅ VE−VT½ � + 1−π½ �⋅FPR⋅ −VT½ �:
ð0:14Þ



Fig. 2. ROC curve presenting the TPR as a function of the FPR for the RE model
(uncorrected) and the sample correction model (without REs). Optimal thresholds for
the RE model (circles) and corrected model (squares) for the different levels of α, from
αHI (black), via αBM (dark gray) and αMD (light gray) to αLO (white). The shaded block
indicates the range of the ROC curve likely to be important for decision-making as
identified by the thresholds at low and high α. Intersection of the ROC curves with the
line TPR=TNR identifies the threshold under the heuristic approach.

9 To see this, first observe that ENBCD=π ⋅FNR ⋅ [VT−VE]+[1−π] ⋅TNR ⋅ [VT].
Comparing this expression to Eq. (0.14), ENBODNENBCD for a particular pairing (TPR,
FPR) if, and only if, π

1−π N VT = VE
1−VT = VE

. This inequality implies that πNVT/VE, and, by
definition, αb1.
10 Given a closed door baseline, the approach for estimating VT developed here would
not be ideal since it is based on the loss from banning a species given existing trade in
other species. We do not develop closed door-specific estimates of VT since it is not the
setting from which our data is taken and our aim is to demonstrate differences in the
general shape of the ENB curves in Fig. 3.
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One concern with this numerical approach is that it will be subject
to finite sample bias. Specifically, the sample optimal cutoff will be
sensitive to a particular sub-sample of SN, the idiosyncratic draw of
successes and failures in the region around the optimal cutoff. To
lessen this effect and protect against possible overfitting of the sample
optimal cutoff, we repeatedly identify the optimal sample cutoff over
N iterations where in each iteration a different observation is held out.
Ultimately, for the uncorrected model, we use the average optimal
sample cutoff that emerges from this “leave-one-out” approach.

In Fig. 2, we plot optimal thresholds given alternative levels of α
using the cutoff expression from Eq. (0.12) for the corrected model
and the leave-one-out mean for the REs model. The simple heuristic
threshold is given by the intersection of the ROC curve with the
dashed line given by TPR=TNR. One asymmetry apparent in the
figure is how close the αBM and αMD thresholds are for the REs model
(on the solid line ROC curve). This is an idiosyncrasy of the finite
sample and the fact that the ENB curve as a function of the cutoff in the
REs model is relatively flat over a non-negligible region. Given an
alternative sample the estimated ideal thresholds in this uncorrected
model could easily shift. This sample-dependence is not a feature of
the corrected model for which the optimal cutoff in Eq. (0.12) is fixed.
The vertical distance between the two curves diminishes as the TPR
increases, and the corrected model actually slightly outperforms the
REs model when establishment damages are high (e.g. at αLO).

A common metric for performance in the ROC context is the area
under the curve (AUC). Integrating over the full range, FPR∈[0, 1], the
AUC for the REs and corrected model is 0.90 and 0.88, respectively.
The gray area in Fig. 2 highlights, in an informal sense, the decision-
making range or the range over which the optimal cutoff is likely to
fall. Over this range the AUCs are 0.25 and 0.24 for the REs and
corrected model respectively.

We now present the expected economic outcomes using the
expression for ENBOD in Eq. (0.14). These results are summarized for
bothmodels and forvarious levelsofα in Table 1. Thefirst three columns
show theparameter levels forα, VT (fixed at the central estimate) andVE
(as determined by α). The four columns of results for both models
include the optimal cutoff implied by the economic parameters (c) and
the subsequent outcomes for TPR, TNR and ENBOD.Were data limitations
a non-issue, the ideal approach would be to estimate the model using a
sample such as SN and then determine the performance of this model in
classifying species fromanadditional data set. Since suchadditionaldata
are not available, we take a quasi-out of sample approach. The reported
measures in Table 1 are determined using a leave-one-out process
where each observation in SN is held out in turn from an estimation step
and the fitted model based on N−1 observations is used to classify the
excluded observation.

At the benchmark level αBM, we estimate that the per species
expected net benefit (ENBOD) is equal to $54K using the corrected
model and $57K using the REs model. These results are not sensitive
to a choice of an “open door” as the status quo policy since it can be
shown analytically that ENBCD=ENBOD for the specific case of
α=αBM=1.9 When damages from establishment (VE) are relatively
larger (e.g. α=αLO) ENBOD are also larger at approximately $305K.
(The estimated expected net benefits under the alternative closed
door baseline would be smaller since ENBCDbENBOD when αb1. The
inverse of this is true when αN1.)

If we apply the simple heuristic threshold approach and set
TPR=TNR, this leads to a TNR of close to 0.79 and, at αBM, a decline in
ENBOD of 9–10% for both models, a difference that increases at αLO and
decreases at αHI.

Our final results describe the sensitivity of ENB with respect to
both VT and VE. Since ENB varies similarly for both models, for
simplicity we present results for the sample corrected model only. In
the left panel of Fig. 3 we plot ENBOD as a function of VE, for three
estimates of VT described in Section 2.2: low ($45K), central ($90K)
and high ($145K). The outcomes plotted for different levels of α
correspond to the cases summarized in Table 1. It is apparent that the
ENBOD increases essentially linearly as VE increases. As VE declines to
approximately $0.4M the benefits of screening essentially disappear
since there is a negligible difference between a screening system that
lets in the vast majority of species (due to a high import value to
potential damages ratio) and the open-door baseline.

In the right panel of Fig. 3 we plot the expected net benefits of
screening per species relative to a closed door baseline, ENBCD (i.e. in
the absence of a screening program all species are excluded). For ease
of comparison, VT in the closed door case is set equal to the open door
case.10 As discussed earlier, note that the values in the left and right
panels are equal in the benchmark case of α=1 (VE=$1.8M).
Otherwise the functions are quite different, with ENBCD(VE) falling and
at amuchmoremodest rate of change than ENBOD(VE). The outcome is
intuitive: relative to a closed-door baseline expected net benefits will
decline to zero as VE approaches infinity since the screening action
will approach rejecting all proposals, which is equivalent to the
baseline of a closed-door. ENBOD(VE) is more sensitive to VE (has a
greater absolute slope) because VE increases ENBOD in proportion to
the TPR (Eq. (0.14)) which is greater than 0.5 (Table 1) whereas VE

does the same in the closed door case in proportion to the FNR
(footnote 12) which is equivalent to 1−TPR and thus less than 0.5.

4. Conclusion

We have shown how to enhance the economic and statistical rigor
of a nonindigenous species risk assessment system. We characterized
expected economic outcomes over a range of cases (Table 1) and
found evidence for a substantial return to such a screening program.

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. For the sample corrected model, expected net benefits (ENB) of risk assessment per species as a function of VE, given three levels of the benefits of imports representing the
baseline ($90K, solid line), high ($145K, upper dashed line) and low ($45K, lower dashed line) estimates of VT. Given the baseline VT, dots indicate ENB at various levels of α. ENB
depend on whether the starting point is “open door” (OD, left panel), or “closed door” (CD, right panel).
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Since the availability of relevant data is lacking in part, we make
informed but at times subjective modeling decisions. However, we
argue that such an explicit approach is preferable to the implicit
estimates behind open door (cutoff is infinite) or closed door (cutoff is
zero) perspectives, as well as simple generic decision heuristics that
ignore asymmetric costs of prediction error.

The framework presented decomposes a complex argument about
risk management into component economic and statistical parts—
each deserving of further scrutiny and improvement. The structure
demonstrates the utility of each component in informing the
statistical decision and hopefully lends weight to calls for better
characterizing poorly understood elements such as the magnitude of
damages done by nonindigenous species that establish.

We have compared two alternative statistical models, one which
takes advantage of family information in a random effects (REs) model
and another which forgoes random effects in favor of correcting for the
non-random stratified sample (corrected). In our particular application,
there is empirical reason to favor the REs model given modestly better
performance (unless damages from establishment are especially low).
However, the drawback of the REsmodel is that failure to correct for the
stratified sample means that fitted predictions of establishment threat
should not be interpreted as actual probabilities. The result is that there
is no longer a theoretically rigorous way to specify a general decision
cutoff. The alternative is then to establish a cutoff based on the training
data, an approach that will be sensitive to the sample drawn. The
preferred approach will depend on the particular application including
the availability of information on family and the sample size of the
trainingdata. The currentmethodological incompatibility of the random
effects component and the correction for non-random stratified
sampling highlights an outstanding research need in statistical
estimation. Random effect models require integration in the maximum
likelihood function for clusters determined by an independent variable
while the sampling correction involves weights over clusters deter-
mined by the dependent variable. Given the resulting intractability of
the maximum likelihood function perhaps a modified approximate
maximum likelihood approach could be developed. Overall, since
attention to non-random sampling issues and the use of flexible
random effects models are increasing and thus likely to intersect, the
development of flexible econometric methods is an important direction
for future research.

The framework presented here was developed to assess whether
imports of previously non-imported species should be allowed.
Modifications would be essential to apply a similar approach to
assessment of currently traded species, most critically to the model
describing likelihood of avoiding losses and what losses could be
mitigated. The nature of the modification would depend on whether
or not the interruption of imports was intended to prevent
establishment (of an imported species that had yet to establish) or
to minimize further spread of an already established species.

We have focused on the welfare impacts of applying a risk
assessment system but have not explicitly considered the costs of
enforcement or of conducting each risk assessment. The tool
described here is based on few data, and could be conducted for
most species in less than two days. That level of effort was estimated
to cost approximately $1.2K per species by Keller et al. (2007b) in the
context of a similar trait-based risk model for plants. Per species
border enforcement costs are not straightforward but are not
expected to be overly burdensome given that the basic reporting
and inspection mechanisms are already in place in the U.S. to enforce
exclusion of species currently listed as injurious. Overall it is unlikely
that the combination of assessment and enforcement costs would
exceed the anticipated net benefits reported in Table 1, which, across
scenarios considered, range from $25K to $308K per species.

Performance of the risk assessment tools (AUC=0.90 for the REs
model; AUC=0.88 for the correctedmodel) is high, and demonstrates
that ecological understanding of the establishment process is
becoming quite good. According to the analysis presented here,
incorporating ecological predictions when deciding whether to allow
import of a species is expected to generate large net monetary
benefits, even at our high estimates of the value of a species in trade
and low estimates of the cost of an established reptile or amphibian
species. From our benchmark to mid-level scenarios for α, we
estimate that the present value of expected net benefit per species
assessed from implementing an optimal screening system ranges
approximately from $54K to $150K. Our results add to the literature
showing that preventing the import of high risk species is preferable
to suffering the consequences of establishment (Finnoff et al. 2006;
Keller et al. 2007b; Keller et al. 2009; Leung et al. 2002). One way for a
manager to interpret our results is to consider the present value of
likely long-run losses should a reptile or amphibian species proposed
for importation become established. If these are generally thought to
exceed $400K, it is rational to apply risk assessment. Given that many
established species spread widely and cause losses in the tens to
hundreds of millions of dollars on an annual basis (Pimentel et al.
2005), the risk assessment approach seems to be clearly rational.

Our results should be informative for the ongoing debate in the U.S.
about whether to require federal agencies to apply risk assessment
before allowing a species for import. In the case of reptiles and
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amphibians, our results robustly suggest that such a policy is preferable
to the effectively open-door policy that is currently maintained. Indeed,
only one reptile species (brown treesnake), and no amphibians, are
currently listed as injurious by the Lacey Act. This is consistent with
previous results that risk assessment for ornamental plant imports
produces net monetary benefits (Keller et al. 2007b). The extent to
which our quantitative results apply to other taxonomic groups is to be
determined, but, given similarities in damages, the rates of establish-
ment and progress in developing predictive threat models, there is
reason to believe that such expected gains from risk assessment are not
unique to reptiles and amphibians.
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Appendix. Optimality and the Simple TNR=TPR Heuristic

The heuristic threshold, TNR=TPR, suggested by Bomford et al.
(2009) is easily identifiedwhen TPR ismodeled as a function of the FPR, a
commonrelationshipknownasa receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve. Let the ROC curve for TPR as a function of FPR be represented by
TPR= f(FPR). The sample realization of this curve is presented in Fig. 2
along with a downward sloping straight line, TPR=TNR, where the
heuristic is satisfied. The intersection of these two curves identifies the
threshold on the ROC curve that induces an outcome where TPR=TNR.
We now consider when this is the optimal choice.

By construction, the ROC curve f(FPR) is always non-decreasing in
FPR. For simple analytical intuition we assume that f(FPR) is
continuous and concave. Given a finite sample these conditions will
not be strictly true but they are consistent with the typical overall
shape of f(FPR) for our problem and in general (see the examples of
Fawcett, 2006). Substituting f(FPR) into the objective function in
Eq. (0.14) and taking the derivative with respect to FPR, the first-order
condition (FOC) for maximizing ENBOD is:

f ′ FPR�� �
=

1−π½ �VT

π VE−VT½ � =
1−π

α−1−π
; ð0:14Þ

where FPR⁎ indicates the optimal level, and the second equality
follows from the definition of α from Eq. (0.11). This condition
encodes the idea that it is optimal to keep making the threshold more
stringent or exclusive until the incremental benefit from increasing
the TPR is equal to the incremental cost of increasing the FPR.

The heuristic of choosing a threshold to equate the TNR and TPR is
optimal onlywhen the slopeof theROCcurve is equal to (1−π)/(α−1−
π)at the point where it intersects the line for which (TNR=TPR). If the
slope f′ at this intersection is steeper, this implies that the incremental
costof increasing the FPR (thenumerator of Eq. (0.14)) is relatively large,
the FPR is inefficiently high, and the optimal threshold will be where
FPRbFNR. Conversely, if the slope is less than one, then the optimal
threshold will be where FPRbFNR. Under the benchmark case of α=1
(i.e. when VT=πVE) then the FOC in Eq. (0.14) simplifies to f ' (FPR*)=1
and the heuristic will be optimal when the ROC and TPR=1−FPR
curves are orthogonal.
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